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     How Far Can You See? This is the AIAA national theme this year, as well as the 
theme of this symposium. Did you think about the question before you came? 
What a great question! It is like a diamond with many facets, each revealing 
something unique, and each an adventure unto themselves. I’d like to examine 
some of the many facets of this year’s theme as well as its challenges to us in the 
aeronautics and aerospace industries. 
     The first facet that comes to mind is the question “What do you believe is 
possible?” Think about that. Do your beliefs about the boundaries of what is 
possible define the limit of your curiosity? It’s very interesting that some of our 
biggest technological leaps have been fueled by science fiction writers, not by 
scientists and engineers. Why is that? I believe that whether the field is technical 
or sociological, science fiction writers are bound solely by the limit of their 
imaginations. The science doesn’t get in the way. Those of us steeped in the 
sciences are very often bound, not only by the limits of our imaginations, but also 
by our current understanding of physics and engineering. If we don’t believe 
something is possible, we often don’t even look for ways to make it happen. For 
example, has anyone been assigned to build a teleporter? Show of hands, please. 
Why not? No one believes it’s possible, let alone feasible, to build one, and yet if 
we did, it would change everything. Before you dismiss this line of thinking out of 
hand, remember how fast our understanding of physics and engineering has 
changed. Calculus has only been around since the 1600s. Quantum mechanics has 
been accepted for less than 100 years. Both led to radical changes in what we 
believed was possible.  
     There’s an old saying: “If I hadn’t believed it, I wouldn’t have seen it.” There is 
much truth in that. Jules Verne and spaceflight, Isaac Asimov and telerobotics, 
Arthur C. Clarke and the concept of geostationary communications satellites--the 
list is endless. There is a reason the first small cellphone was a flip phone. The 
older folks in the room should know what it is. I’ll give the younger folks a pass. …. 
Here’s another hint. The flip phone was called Star Tac. … You bet. It was a 
reference to the Star Trek Communicator. Nurses in some hospitals today wear 
blue tooth devices reminiscent of the Star Trek communicator badges. What 
about computers? There are people alive today whose job titles were once 
“computer” and they weren’t even robots. They did all the calculations required 
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to determine the correct engineering values and solutions during design and 
manufacturing. Of course, their tools were slide rules and pencils. According to 
IBM’s FAQs, IBM President Thomas J. Watson, Jr., at the annual IBM stockholders 
meeting on April 28, 1953, spoke about the IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing 
Machine, which was "the company's first production computer designed for 
scientific calculations". He said that "IBM had developed a paper plan for such a 
machine and took this paper plan across the country to some 20 concerns that we 
thought could use such a machine. I would like to tell you that the machine rents 
for between $12,000 and $18,000 a month, so it was not the type of thing that 
could be sold from place to place. But, as a result of our trip, on which we 
expected to get orders for five machines, we came home with orders for 18." No 
one in their wildest dreams, other than fiction writers, envisioned small 
computers and the PC revolution, let alone the rise of the smart phone. In the 
1940’s and 1950’s, Dick Tracy, a cartoon character, had a two-way radio wrist 
watch that allowed him to be one step ahead of everyone else because he could 
communicate on the move. Smart phones left that basic capability in the dust 
long ago. It’s funny we call these smart phones. They are really mobile netted 
computers. Telephony is merely one of a myriad of applications that ride on the 
infrastructure backbone provided by the smart phone device. How did we get 
from cartoons to reality? Someone was curious. Someone believed it could be 
done. We’ve come a long way, yet we’ve just started. It seems to me we need to 
knock off the rust and crank open the aperture of our curiosity. 
     Another facet of the question “How far can you see?” that comes to mind is 
“what is the limit of ‘cool’?” Clearly the limits of “cool” are “stupid” on the upper 
end and “lame” on the lower end, but those terms are quite open to 
interpretation. Was Felix Baumgartner’s recent record-setting free fall cool? It 
was very cool! Are unmanned quadcopters working as a team without ground 
control to pick up and place material cool? You bet. Never underestimate the 
“coolness factor.” It is a great motivator and source of huge bragging rights. One 
caveat – don’t let the “coolness factor” become an anchor. A year or two ago I 
visited a command and control center for a non-government space project. The 
center was manned by young 20 –something engineers. The vehicle and the 
command and control center were their babies from start to finish. Given the 
ages of the engineers, I expected displays and interfaces mirroring game 
interfaces. Instead I saw classic screen and keyboard workstations with displays 
that could have come straight from 1968 with the exception that they were in 
color. One work station was even in the old gray and green of the 1950s. As I 
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looked at it all, I asked who designed it. They proudly answered they had. I asked 
specifically about the gray/green display and they told me they had done that one 
deliberately to get the retro look. I was shocked. There are many things that can 
be done using a game interface that cannot be done with just a keyboard and 
tabular displays, whether color or gray/green. However, they thought their design 
was cool. For them, “coolness” became an anchor instead of a springboard.  
     Let’s say you have not let the “coolness factor” become an anchor; you are 
seriously curious, and have big dreams. How do you become a builder of those 
dreams? How do you go from “wouldn’t it be cool if we could (fill in the blank)” to 
“holy cow (this is a G-rated speech), look what we can do!”? Well, we have to look 
at more facets of the question “How far can you see?” 
     The next facet to look at yields the question “How much do you engage with 
people from outside the aerospace community?” This breaks down into several 
lower level questions: what do you read; how much do you read; with whom do 
you talk; what do you talk about; to whom do you listen? Those last questions are 
important ones. My experience, unfortunately, is that like-minded communities 
have a strong tendency to only talk and listen amongst themselves. We should 
not do that. It is far too limiting. To paraphrase a poem found in St. Paul’s Church 
in Baltimore, MD, sometime around 1959: “…listen to others, even [those you 
consider dull and ignorant]; they too have their story.”  
     Good ideas come from many stories, from many sources. Just a few sources of 
good ideas are observation, fiction books, necessity, “desirements” (that’s what 
we in the acquisition community called requirements the warfighter really 
wanted, but didn’t necessarily need for the basic mission), and, interestingly 
enough, parties with people from different backgrounds and professions. More 
ideas have been born in dorm rooms, on bar napkins, and in coffee houses than 
probably any other places in the world. In fact, Steven Berlin Johnson, who has 
given a TED talk and who is an author who writes books on the intersection of 
science, technology and personal experience, calls them “liquid networks,”—they 
all are social networks which grow up around various types of watering holes.  
     So what is an example of these “liquid networks” and what impact did it have? 
An unlikely story of a “liquid network” involving people engineers might consider 
ignorant happened during World War II. Hedy Lamarr, a bombshell of an actress 
at the time, who had fled her marriage to an arms merchant selling arms to Nazi 
Germany, met a musician, George Antheil, at a Hollywood party. She left the party 
before Antheil did. When he approached his car he found a note written on his 
windshield in lipstick. The note said, “Call me.” Under that was a phone number. 
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The note was from Hedy Lamarr. You can only imagine what was going through 
his head at that point. When they linked up, she explained her idea to improve 
radio controlled torpedoes. She wanted to give the idea to the US government to 
aid the war effort against Nazi Germany. Lamarr and Antheil developed and 
patented the very first frequency hopping capability. The War Department 
declined to accept their gift. When GE filed for frequency hopping patents, they 
cited Lamarr’s and Antheil’s original patent. Frequency hopping was used for the 
first time in the Cuban Missile Crisis. Interestingly enough, the original patent uses 
88 frequencies. There are 88 keys on a full piano. Antheil was a pianist, among his 
many other musical talents. 
     Another example combines getting out and about with observation. Students 
at the Rhode Island School of Design, in collaboration with Design That Matters, a 
nonprofit based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, observed that high tech gear sent 
to third world countries was not useful over the long haul because once it broke, 
people could not afford to repair it, nor did they have the expertise to do so. The 
students also observed that, in every country in the world, cars work. They may 
be old, they may be rusty, but they work. Based on these two observations, they 
decided to design a neo-natal incubator made out of car parts. Just so you know, 
the heating unit is made out of two headlights on high beam. With the exception 
of perhaps ambulance designs, how many times does the medical community talk 
to the automobile community about designs or anything else? For that matter, 
how many times does the UAV community talk to the telesurgery community? Yet 
they face some of the same problems such as data latency, the equivalent of pilot 
induced oscillations, tactile feedback to the operator or surgeon, etc. 
     By now you may be saying, “Ok, but what does that have to do with us?” 
Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, in a speech earlier this year at the National 
Space Symposium, pointed out that this is the golden age of astronomy. Name 
the new, bigger glass telescopes or radiotelescopes we’ve built in the past 25 
years that have fueled this golden age. Answer:  there aren’t any. This golden age 
has been fueled by better, smaller, cheaper electronics that support sensors and 
computing power. It has been fueled by placing the sensors, optical or operating 
in a different frequency domain, in better, less noisy locations. My question to 
you - what is going to drive aviation and space, which in their current forms are 
mature markets, to new frontiers? 
     Think of aviation as more than moving cargo even if that cargo is passengers. 
We are, after all, little more than self-sorting packages when it comes to air 
travel. We even have our own temporary bar codes. Fortunately, the bar codes 
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are only on our boarding passes. We don’t have to wear them yet. But unless we 
look beyond the box we are in today, the aviation community is a mature, 
perhaps even stagnant market. We talk of evolutionary changes and celebrate 5% 
efficiency gains like we’d won the lotto. Really? Is that all there is? 
     How about these thoughts. What if you want to fly in a constrained 
environment? Some companies are working on small UAVs for first responders. 
They think the first thing into a dangerous building should be a UAV so it can 
provide a map to any sort of first responder. What capabilities are needed? Well, 
it can’t be tethered. If the building is on fire, it will have to operate in 
temperatures not normally seen by aviation assets. It will also have to operate in 
a very turbulent wind environment. Those are just the first few that come to 
mind. Some of Dr. Kruger’s coatings might come in very handy.  
     What if we provided “flying augmentation” first to those who are disabled and 
then to anyone who wants to buy it? What do I mean by “flying augmentation”? 
Jet packs? No. We build prosthetics to look like limbs for purely aesthetic reasons. 
Why should we be constrained to that? What if a prosthetic had a detachable 
flying component that could look for things on a high shelf? What about a 
quadcopter or two that can get light stuff off shelves that are normally out of 
reach?  
     What about flying in other gravitational fields and atmospheres? Everyone 
talks about going to Mars. When we get there, are we going to stay in one place? 
Not likely! Are we going to drive everywhere? Perhaps initially, but … So how are 
we going to effectively move around? Are you thinking a manned mission to Mars 
is too far off or just a pipe dream? Jules Verne’s From Earth to the Moon was 
published in 1865, followed by the sequel Around the Moon. Three men launched 
from Florida by the Columbiad space gun. Along the way, they experience zero 
gravity; they use retro-rockets to land on the moon; and they returned to earth by 
landing in the Pacific Ocean. Hmmmm… Robert Goddard’s first successful launch 
of a liquid-fueled rocket was 1926. Yuri Gargarin’s orbital flight was in April 1961. 
Neil Armstrong stepped on the moon in 1969. 
     And what of space? We treat space today like it is a national park. Let’s see. 
What do we do in national parks? Oh, well, we have weather stations. We have 
weather satellites. In national parks we have cell towers. In space we have 
comsats. In our national parks we have tourists, campers, and scientists who take 
lots of pictures and study stuff. Got that in space to a limited degree. In national 
parks we have fire watch stations. In space we have missile warning satellites. 
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What else do we do? Not much. Space is also a mature market if all we look at is 
what we are doing today.  
     Ah, but what else could we do? What would you pay lots of money to obtain? 
In the movie “Avatar”, they very unimaginatively called the incredibly valuable, 
incredibly desirable space resource “unobtanium”. Would you pay a lot of money 
for an organ grown in zero-g from your own cells so it was effectively an 
“autologous graft”? When you look at the total medical costs, which include 
avoidance of the life-long medical costs normally associated with organ 
transplants for immune-suppressant drugs and the like, there might be an 
attractive business case. Robot manufacturing, man-tended or not, can be quite 
effective. Bigelow Aerospace already has two flying habitats suitable for such an 
endeavor, one a quarter-scale module and one a half-scale module. They are 
poised to build a full-scale habitat. Do you have need of one? 
     The world will go to space when the world sees a strong incentive to do so.  In 
2006, Donald Robertson, in a Space News op-ed piece, proposed using the power 
of trade to help jumpstart our move to the inner solar system. He drew an 
analogy to the old Silk Road. The old Silk Road used existing technology and 
existing techniques to facilitate trade of very valuable goods over difficult terrain. 
The road was marked by oases where traders could obtain water and food for 
their animals as well as themselves. Donald Robertson applied the analogy to 
space and came to an interesting conclusion. 
     Quote:  “To quickly us get beyond the Space Shuttle and Station, we need 
something sufficiently valuable to finance private or partially private expeditions 
into space. To limit up-front costs, it should be readily obtained, easily packaged, 
and close to home so that we can trade it with the tools, techniques, and launch 
vehicles we have today. It should be marketable in small volumes or large. It must 
be in great demand, yet simultaneously, it must be extremely valuable.  
     Oxygen perfectly fulfills that stringent set of requirements. The demand can 
hardly be in question. Either by itself, or in a compound, oxygen is by far the 
heaviest component of rocket fuel. We can’t take a useful breath without it. 
Combined with hydrogen, it is the heaviest part of the water we drink. Water is 
one of the best radiation shields. We grow our food and bathe in it. Oxygen is 
dense, readily packaged either as a compound or refrigerated. Oxygen will be 
needed, in small quantities and large, from the moment astronauts return to the 
moon. “ 
     He recommended building oases in space based on the availability of oxygen 
from indigenous sources. He called it “the oxygen road”. Hmmmm…. 
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     So if you’re still awake, you are at the point of saying ,“Okay, but there’s no 
practical use for any of my ideas and there certainly isn’t a business case.” I’m a 
geezer, so pardon me if I geeze for a moment. I distinctly remember sitting in one 
of my freshman physics classes and hearing my professor explain to all of us that 
“lasers are a solution looking for a problem.” No one ever dreamt that lasers 
would have a consumer use, let alone that its first consumer use would be in a 
low power mode to play music. GPS, lasers, floppy disk drives - the list goes on 
and on – none of these inventions had a “business case”. The telephone didn’t 
have a business case! I recommend reading The Innovator’s Dilemma by Clayton 
Christensen. It is an old book first published in 1997, but it is still a thought-
provoking book about just these issues. 
     The next facet of the question “How Far Can You See?” is “How Do We Get 
There?” We must move to “How Do We Get There?” or dreams just remain 
dreams. They are beautiful; they are interesting; but they are without impact. For 
a dream to make an impact people must believe it is possible. They may not 
specifically know how they are going to get there, but they must believe they can 
and they must start. Dreams can only make an impact when they motivate 
someone to try to make the dream a reality. A common trait of all the folks who 
have made a difference in engineering and the sciences is they were tinkerers.  
     Paul Dees this morning provided a rousing example of how hobbies and 
tinkering can be very enjoyable and of great benefit. He provided information 
about building gliders as a hobby. DIYdrones.com discussed by Gary Hethcoat is a 
good place to start if you want to play with powered flight. The keys to enjoyable 
tinkering are think, build, test, repeat until done. Why not just start building you 
might ask? Most of us are not independently wealthy. Lord Rutherford, the Nobel 
prize-winning physicist, said it best. “We didn’t have any money so we had to 
think.”  
     An example of cool tinkering was reported in the New York Post and picked up 
by the Huffington Post. The video from August 2010 is available on the Huffington 
Post as well as on YouTube.   According to the articles, a dad and son in New York 
State decided it would be cool to see the world from about 100Kft. They thought 
about how to do it given they didn’t have a lot of money. The dad and son 
decided to launch the dad’s Iphone. After 8 months of nug-work and testing they 
felt they were ready to proceed. They bought a large high altitude helium balloon, 
enough helium to inflate said balloon, and the mandatory tinkerer type hardware. 
That would be duct tape, foam padding, and the like. The container was the 
cleaned up Styrofoam box left over from a night of Chinese take-out. While filling 
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the balloon, they followed the other checklists. They put the padded phone in the 
box, aligned the lens of the Iphone with a hole in the box, set the GPS tracking, set 
the phone to record, taped the box closed, made sure the parachute was rigged 
correctly, and put a collar on the attachment to the balloon to prevent the 
camera from spinning. When the balloon was ready, they let it go. . The ascent 
ended and the descent began when the balloon burst. The camera battery gave 
up the ghost about 2 minutes before landing. How cool was that experiment! And 
they were just curious!  
     If you want to see imagination at work and how odd things can actually be in 
the tinkerers’ realm, go to a Maker’s Fair. A small one was held in Seattle in June 
during the Space Needle’s 50th anniversary celebration. There anyone with an 
invention can set up a booth to sell their invention or simply show others how to 
build it. You will find booths run by folks from about 9 years old through about 89 
years old. 
     If you need expensive high tech gear, consider making a proposal to a 
company. HP leaves their labs open for people to work on their own projects. 
Google allows employees to spend 10% of their company time working on 
projects which might be turned into products. Notice I said “might”. You do not 
have to guarantee a particular ROI or any measure of success up front. Another 
option for pursuing a dream is to jump into crowdsourcing and the DIY 
community. There are also funding options available ranging from Kickstarter, a 
company that uses a social network approach to raising funds, to Space Angels, a 
more traditional venture capital firm.  
     A recent example of Kickstarter funding in the aerospace arena is ArduSat. 
ArduSat is a standard cubesat controlled by Arduino based open source code. Two 
Danes, Peter and Jorgen, are building 25 plug and play sensors. They intend to 
launch a number of these cubesats outfitted with various sensors. An individual 
has two options. One option is to provide them a description of the data you want 
and your code. They will run it on their ground test equipment to make sure it 
runs correctly, then they will upload it to the correct cubesat. They guarantee you 
will have your data back within a week. Your other option is to work with them to 
specifically identify the sensor suite you want on a cubesat. They will put it 
together and get it launched, etc. There you are. They raised the necessary capital 
using Kickstarter. Last time I looked, they had 667 individual investors and raised 
over $100K. 
     So how far can you see? Today at the symposium you have heard about lots of 
things. Presenters and panelists talked about tools, analyses, and approaches to 
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solve problems not too far away and things much further down the road. You 
heard the keynote speaker, Mark Burgess, talk about how aerospace has 
transformed the world. Our dreams, our passions of today focus our need for 
discovery. They are our adventures for today and tomorrow as well as our 
adventures for the next decades or beyond. But for each of us, the first and 
central question is truly a personal question. How far can I see? Our individual and 
collective imaginations should be the only limits. Therefore, my challenge to 
everyone here is to have the courage of your convictions. Step out. Be bold. 
Goethe said many years ago “Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it! 
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.” 
 
Thank you. 


